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Abstract – A methodology is developed for fast, on-line, and real-

time estimation of transient variations in temperature and 

average power of an IC after fabrication and packaging and 

experimentally demonstrated in a 130nm CMOS test-chip.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the increased integration density and operating 

frequency, the dynamic and leakage power of ICs has 

increased significantly with scaling [1]. A higher power 

density results in elevated chip temperature which further 

increases the leakage current (leakage-temperature feedback). 

High temperature during test or operation degrades circuit 

reliability. Temperature can be more challenging to control 

during test than regular operation as the test-power can be 

much (3X to 30X) higher [2-3]. Hence, power and thermal 

aware test scheduling to minimize test time while satisfying 

maximum power or temperature constraint has emerged as a 

critical research area [4-6].  

Fast, accurate, real-time and on-line estimation of transient 

temperature is crucial for efficient power/thermal management 

during test or operation. The detail thermal simulation tools 

like Hotspot are often used to estimate temperature to support 

power/thermal-aware test scheduling [7-9]. These simulators 

are accurate but require appreciable computation time to 

estimate temperature. Moreover, they do not capture the effect 

of post-silicon variations in thermal properties or leakage 

which can result in different temperature for same dynamic 

power [10-13]. Therefore, detail thermal simulators, although 

very useful for design time thermal analysis, are less suitable 

for real-time and on-line temperature prediction.  

Likewise real-time on-line sensing and characterization of 

transient variations in average power dissipation is also 

challenging. The design time average power estimation tools 

are significantly slow for use in real-time. The dynamic 

variation of instantaneous power can be monitored using on-

line current sensors [14] or by sensing voltage variation across 

a sleep transistor [15]. Designing current or power sensors are 

challenging at low operating voltages. Moreover, when an 

average or a slowly varying power pattern is needed, the 

above approaches will require additional filtering circuits or 

incur significant memory overhead.  

 This paper presents a methodology for fast, on-line, and 

real-time estimation of transient variations in temperature and 

average power of individual ICs after fabrication/packaging. 

The proposed method exploits the relation between power 

dissipation and temperature. The proposed approach is based 

on the post-silicon thermal analysis methodology, Thermal 

System Identification (TSI), presented by Cho et. al. [12]  (Fig. 

1). TSI characterizes the thermal system of an IC in frequency 

domain by power and thermal measurement (thermal filter). 

Next, the thermal filter is used to estimate temperature for a 

given power pattern using transformation between time and 

frequency domain. The fundamental theory of TSI is presented 

in [12] and verified experimentally in [13]. This paper utilizes 

TSI to design time domain filters for efficient on-line and real-

time temperature and power estimations. The time-domain 

filters eliminate the need to compute complex Fourier and 

Inverse Fourier Transform required in the previous TSI based 

approaches [12]. The paper makes the following contributions: 

 An on-chip time-domain thermal filter is proposed to 

represent the thermal system. The filter is tuned post-

silicon to represent the frequency response of the thermal 

system an IC extracted by TSI.   

 The extracted thermal filter transforms given power to 

predicted temperature. An inverse filter is designed based 

on the extracted filter to capture the inverse relation and 

estimate power from a measured temperature pattern. 

 An overall characterization flow is presented that generates 

unique time-domain filters for each IC using TSI for on-

line real-time power and thermal estimation.  

The proposed time-domain temperature and power estimation 

method is experimentally validated through a 130nm CMOS 

test-chip using on-chip heaters and temperature sensors [13]. 

The proposed time-domain filter can enable on-line power and 

temperature prediction facilitating power/thermal aware test. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 

presents the background on the TSI method; Section III and 

IV describes the forward and inverse time-domain thermal 

filters, respectively; Section V presents the test flow; Section 

VI presents the measurement results; and Section VII 

summarizes the paper. 

 
Figure 1. The basic concept of Thermal System Identification (TSI) method 

[12]. 

 



II. BACKGROUND: THERMAL SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

Most thermal analysis methods require accurate 

characterization of the basic thermal properties such as heat 

capacity and thermal conductivity to determine temperature 

for a given power pattern [7-9]. Extraction of such properties 

requires complex measurements and characterizations [16]. 

Moreover, these properties can have chip-to-chip or time-

dependent variations; for example, the properties of thermal 

interface material (TIM) can vary due to effects like 

delamination. Finally, due to the positive feedback between 

leakage and temperature, the chip-to-chip variation in process 

(hence, leakage) can result in chip-to-chip variation in 

temperature for same power pattern. A post-silicon thermal 

analysis methodology - Thermal System Identification (TSI)- 

has been proposed to deal with inherent variations after 

fabrication of the chip [12]. In TSI, a frequency response of a 

thermal system is extracted post fabrication and packaging 

through power and thermal measurements to capture the 

variations in the thermal characteristics of a particular IC.  

TSI exploits the well-known analogy between electrical 

and thermal system. By this analogy, temperature is analogous 

to voltage, heat is analogous to current, thermal conductivity is 

analogous to resistance (R), and heat capacity is matched to 

capacitance (C). This analogy forms the basis of thermal 

analysis using distributed RC network [7]. The first-order RC 

circuit is a simple low-pass filter which makes it possible to 

think of a thermal system as a complex low-pass filter. Also, 

RC network is a linear system which enables application of 

superposition principle [12].  

 For a simple understanding of TSI, assume a single point 

(x, y) on a given chip. Power consumption, P(t), at location (x, 

y) is also assumed to be given. Temperature, T(t), is then 

obtained by performing a convolution between power and the 

impulse response of thermal system, hT(t). It can be written as 

 ( )   ( )    ( )  (1) 

The convolution operation is simply a multiplication in 

frequency domain. Then, Fourier Transform of (1) becomes 

 ( )   ( )    ( )  (2) 

where HT(w) is the frequency response of a thermal system 

between the power generation and temperature observation 

point. Thus, we can define Thermal System Identification as a 

method to identify HT(w) by the relation of (2). TSI exploits 

the presence of on-chip temperature sensors at various 

locations of a chip. Essentially one can apply a periodic power 

pattern with varying frequency and estimate the associated 

temperature variation from the sensors at different locations. 

The measured result can be used to construct the amplitude 

and phase response of the thermal filters between the locations 

of power dissipation to the locations of temperature sensors. 

The overall flow of TSI is shown in Fig. 1. TSI method can be 

included in a test flow to extract HT(w). In the following 

sections we present forward or inverse thermal filter using the 

extracted HT(w) to obtain real-time estimates of temperature or 

power variations of the chip, respectively. 

III. DESIGN OF TIME-DOMAIN FORWARD THERMAL FILTER 

TO ESTIMATE TEMPERATUR VARIATION  

The thermal filter extracted by the TSI method can be used 

to predict transient temperature for a given power pattern. As 

demonstrated by Cho et. al, this can be performed by first 

performing Fourier Transform on the power pattern (P(w)); 

next multiplying P(w) with the thermal filter (HT(w)) to obtain 

the frequency response of temperature (T(w)=P(w)·HT(w); and 

finally, performing Inverse Fourier Transform on T(w) to 

estimate the transient temperature pattern. While the above 

approach enables post-silicon temperature prediction, it incurs 

the complexity associated with transformations between time 

and frequency domain. If we design a low pass filter having a 

similar behavior as the extracted thermal filter HT(w), it is 

possible to directly predict the time domain variations in 

temperature from the time domain power pattern without the 

need for complex Fourier and Inverse Fourier Transform. The 

 
Figure 2. Frequency response of FLPF: (a) magnitude response, (b) phase response with different α value (0.1, 0.5, and 1). 

 
Figure 3. (a) Simple RCα circuit and (b) a block diagram of the digital 

system for the time domain filter design. 



problem becomes how to implement an on-chip low pass filter 

having same frequency response as the extracted thermal filter.  

Temperature changes slowly which implies a large time 

constant. In other words, thermal filter has a quite low cutoff 

frequency. It is difficult to implement such a large time 

constant due to several design limitations, such as practical 

capacitor size, low noise level, and available dynamic range 

[17]. Circuits using switched-capacitor or Gm-C techniques 

were proposed to implement low cut-off frequency filters [18, 

19].  However, the gain of the thermal filter response may 

decrease slowly, having a slope less than -20dB/decade, which 

will be noticed in Section VI. Low cut-off frequency filters are 

not only complex circuits, but also have a sharper transition 

having multiples of -20dB/decade. Therefore, we first explore 

a purely mathematical realization of the thermal filter having a 

flexible slope in gain and phase response. It is difficult to 

satisfy a smoothly decreasing frequency response by simply 

controlling poles and zeros. However, there is a methodology 

making it possible; a low pass filter using a fractional order 

capacitor [20]. Conceptually, a fractional order capacitor 

(FOC) is an element whose current and voltage are related by 

 ( )  
    ( )

   
. 

(3) 

The forward thermal filter response can be designed by a 

fractional order low pass filter (FLPF) having a transfer 

function as follows: 

     ( )  
   

     
  (4) 

where wf is a fractional cutoff frequency (= 1/RC), α is an 

exponent coefficient, and ADC is a DC gain control variable. 

Then, the magnitude and phase response of a designed filter, 

equivalently FLPF, will become 
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When α = 1, (4) becomes a conventional first-order low pass 

filter amplified by ADC/wf. By controlling α, magnitude and 

phase response can be adjusted to fit an extracted thermal 

filter response from TSI method. The magnitude and phase 

response with different α value is shown in Fig. 2 (wf is set to 

20π rad). The frequency response of the filter is written as 

 ̂(  )   | (  )|    (  ). (6) 

Realization of a FOC is being studied for a decade [21, 22]. 

Electrolytic process is widely studied to develop FOC with 

target specifications such as its impedance [21]. It is realized 

when the probe with porous film on its electrodes is dipped 

into a polarizable medium; the property of porous film decides 

characteristics of the designed FOC. Also, a FOC has been 

realized by developing fractal structures on MOS layers [22]. 

Certain fractal structures on metal layer provide fractional 

order properties (3). Even though such processes are yet 

commercialized in industry, they show possibility of a 

hardware device satisfying (4). Using an actual FOC, the 

thermal filter can be designed by a simple RCα circuit (Fig. 

3(a)). 

As mentioned above, the FOC is not yet a commercial 

device. Therefore, we present a functional filter that can be 

implemented using digital system (Fig. 3(b)). Performing 

inverse Laplace Transform on (4) when α = 0.5 gives a time-

domain impulse response h(t), which is  
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where erfc(·) is the complementary error function. In time 

domain temperature prediction, the convolution operation is 

required to predict temperature with a given power pattern. 

Assume h[n·Ts] is stored in a lookup table (LUT) to increase 

the speed of computation. To understand the computational 

efficiency of the time-domain filtering, consider temperature 

prediction for one second with a given power pattern sampled 

at Ts = 1ms (the number of sample n is 1,000). The 

convolution requires n
2
 of multiplication. If the multiplication 

is performed with 1GHz clock frequency, temperature is 

predicted in 1ms with a very simple circuit (only a multiplier 

required). In other words, given the expected power pattern, a 

temperature evolution of 1 second can be predicted within 

~1ms. It shows the feasibility of the real-time temperature 

prediction. 

IV. DESIGN OF TIME-DOMAIN INVERSE THERMAL FILTER 

TO ESTIMATE POWER VARIATION  

The on-line sensing and characterization of average power 

dissipation can significantly facilitate both test and operation. 

In this section, we present a methodology to characterize 

power variation over a finite duration from the measured 

temperature and using inverse thermal filter. During the power 

pattern characterization, a thermal filter response is assumed 

to be extracted using TSI. Similar to a time-domain thermal 

filter, an inverse thermal filter can be designed to characterize 

power from the measured temperature. From (2), we obtain: 

 ( )   ( )    
  ( )  (8) 

The problem becomes how to implement a filter circuit which 

behaves similarly as HT
-1

(w). For given location (x,y), HT
-1

(w) 

simply becomes 1/HT(w); dividing (2) by HT(w) has to be 

equal to (8). For the inverse thermal filter, the slope as well as 

the cutoff frequency also has to be controlled in detail to 

satisfy any extracted thermal filter. In this case, inverse 

thermal filter response can be designed by modifying (5), 

which becomes: 
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where ADC is DC gain control variable, wf is a fractional cutoff 

frequency, and α is an exponent coefficient. Similar to forward 

filter case, the time domain impulse response, h
-1

(t), can be 

obtained by the inverse Fourier Transform of HT
-1

(w). It is 

merely a mathematical derivation as in Section III. Although 

the frequency response of inverse thermal filter is similar to a 

high pass filter, high frequency components of power could 

not be completely restored due to low pass filtering effect of 

temperature. Thus, power characterization with the inverse 

thermal filter will be useful when estimating average or slowly 

varying power pattern. 

V. TEST FLOW 

 TSI method can be included in a test flow to extract HT(w). 

Using extracted HT(w), forward or inverse thermal filter can be 

designed providing the real-time feedback on temperature or 

power of the chip. The test flow using time domain thermal 

filter is shown in Fig. 4. After the chip is fabricated, the 

periodic test patterns are applied generating period voltage 

variations with varying fundamental frequency. We refer to 

this as the frequency sweep test. The test can be performed by 

running a given test vector in the core for a time-interval T/2 

which defines the ‘high’ period of the power pulse. The core 

(or IC) is taken to a low power (idle) mode for the next T/2 

period. One way to create such a period power pattern is to 

exploit power gating (or core gating) as discussed in [12]. 

Temperature is then measured from the thermal sensor for 

each input frequency of the power pulse. Fourier Transform is 

performed on each power and temperature to obtain the 

specific frequency response of the chip under certain 

variations; H(w) is obtained by dividing T(w) by P(w).  

Based on the extracted thermal filter, time-domain forward 

or inverse thermal filter is designed by deciding parameters in 

(5) or (9) to match the extracted thermal filter. When thermal- 
aware test is performed, time-domain forward thermal filter is 

used to estimate temperature in real-time. Power pattern is 

assumed to be given in this case; power consumption of 

predetermined test vectors is known. For power-aware testing, 

time-domain inverse thermal filter is used to estimate slowly 

varying power pattern in real-time. In this testing mode, 

temperature measured from the thermal sensor is used to 

accurately estimate a test power pattern of the circuit. 

 
Figure 4. Test flow including time domain thermal filter design. 

 
Figure 6. AC analysis for thermal filter response extraction: (a) power 

profile by heater at 1 Hz and (b) temperature obtained by thermal sensor. 
 

 
Figure 7. Transient response of temperature (red) right after input power 

(blue) is applied during the DC analysis. 

 
Figure 5. Test structure for TSI verification: (a) a die photo of the test 

chip, (b) a BJT-based thermal sensor, and (c) a schematic of test circuit. 



VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Test Chip and Experimental Setup  

For the verification of TSI method described in Section II, 

a test chip (2 mm
2
) has been designed (Fig. 5(a)) [13]. The 

package used for the test chip is Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) 

package using 44 pins. VDD,Chip is allowed from 0.55V to 1.2V. 

Three analog BJT-based thermal sensors are placed near a 

heater to measure temperature. A simple structure of a test 

system is shown in Fig. 5(c). There are three important 

components; a poly-based heater, an external PMOS, and a 

thermal sensor. To heat up the test chip, a poly-based heater is 

placed inside the chip. Power density of the chip is estimated 

by dividing the dissipated total power of the heater (= 

V
2
DD,heater/R) by the chip area. Since resistance R of the heater 

is fixed to 40Ω, power can be estimated by controlling 

VDD,heater from 0V to 10V. An external PMOS is used to 

control this VDD,heater. Thus, the gate of PMOS is connected to 

a function generator providing a square wave (equivalently, a 

power pattern) with different frequencies. Increasing a 

fundamental frequency enables us to perform AC analysis of 

the thermal system as described in the next subsection. 

A BJT-based analog thermal sensor is used as shown in 

Fig. 5(b). The output voltage, VBE, of the thermal sensor is 

negatively proportional to actual temperature. Temperature 

rise affects several factors which increase the current of a BJT; 

saturation current IS, beta β, and mobility μ. To compensate 

such current increase to maintain it constant, VBE is reduced 

accordingly. An experiment is done to directly show the 

temperature- VBE dependency using our thermal sensor. Initial 

VBE at ambient temperature (Tambient is set to 20°C) is used as a 

reference, which was 776mV. Then, VDD,heater is increased 

from 1V to 7V.  Temperature of the chip is found based on a 

simulated VBE. As a result, VBE is reduced by ~107mV for 

~1W increase of a heater power; corresponds to increase of a 

simulated temperature by ~60°C. Thus, the VBE-temperature 

dependence can be formulated as:  

  
                      

      
         . (10) 

The temperature is calculated by transforming the output 

voltage of a thermal sensor by (10) throughout our experiment. 

B. Thermal Filter Response Extraction 

Using the test chip discussed in Section VI.A, the 

magnitude and the phase response of a thermal system can be 

extracted at a given frequency [12-13]. The frequency 

response of the thermal system obtained by TSI method is 

referred to as a thermal filter response throughout this paper. 

Fundamental frequencies from 0Hz to 1kHz (47 data points) 

are used to extract the thermal filter response. 

1) AC Analysis: During an AC analysis, a square wave 

with a fixed fundamental frequency is applied at the gate of 

external PMOS of test circuit. It controls the virtual VDD of the 

heater inside the chip so that the power pattern becomes as 

shown in Fig. 6(a). As mentioned in Section II, thermal system 

is expected to show a response similar to a low-pass filter; the 

temperature changes slowly with respect to the power 

transition. Frequencies from 0.01Hz to 1kHz, increased in a 

logarithmic scale, are tested. In Fig. 6, a periodic power 

pattern with 1Hz frequency and its resulting temperature are 

depicted. There is some delay for temperature to follow the 

change of instantaneous power which can be interpreted by the 

phase response. By performing Fourier Transform for both 

power and temperature, the magnitude and phase information 

of thermal filter response at 1 Hz can be obtained by relation 

(2). Similar experiments are done at other frequencies to 

obtain the amplitude and the phase response of the thermal 

filter at all frequencies.  

 2) DC Analysis: For a DC analysis, 0V is applied to the 

gate of an external PMOS so that to provide (VDD,heater–Vth) to 

the heater. To get an accurate DC gain, voltage is applied for 

five minutes. After the steady state is reached, DC gain is 

achievable by dividing temperature (T - Tambient) by the heater 

power. DC gain of our thermal system was about 45. Although 

there is no phase response in DC case, an initial transient 

response occurs as shown in Fig. 7. In the experiment, the 

transient delay marked in Fig. 7 was about 1.2 seconds. This is 

accounted for using an empirical decaying function: 

      ( )       ( 
 

 
) (11) 

where τ is a time constant to control decay rate; it becomes 

63.2% of maximum value at τ. Based on our DC analysis, τ is 

set to 2.4 seconds. 

 
Figure 8. Extracted thermal filter response by TSI method: (a) the amplitude response in linear scale, (b) in logarithmic scale, and  

(c) the phase response in logarithmic scale. 



After both AC and DC analyses, a post-silicon thermal 

filter can be extracted with considering any variations reside in 

the chip. As shown in Fig. 8, it shows the filter response like a 

low-pass filter as expected in Section II. As shown in Fig. 8(a), 

the gain sharply decreases at very low frequencies. This 

simply becomes a smoothly decreasing curve in logarithmic 

scale as in Fig. 8(b), which is about -6dB/ decade. Note that 

the 3dB point is at ~0.1Hz which is a very low frequency. 

Also, the phase response of the thermal filter is shown in Fig. 

8(c). 

Although the accuracy of TSI has been verified in [12-13], 

we also study the same for completeness. The input voltage, to 

an external PMOS of the test structure, is generated by the 

National Instrument PXIe-6363 to generate power dissipation 

of the on-chip heater as shown in Fig. 9(a). For the test 

purpose, a multi-level and multi-frequency power patterns are 

provided. The figure shows 1,000 sampled data points which 

are determined by the number of stored data from the 

oscilloscope. Then, temperature for each power pattern is 

obtained by measuring VBE of the thermal sensor; the sensor 

nearest to the heater is used for verification. It is converted 

into temperature by using (10). For the comparison, 

temperature is estimated by using the extracted thermal filter 

response and the Fourier and Inverse Fourier Transform 

method as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 9(b) shows the accuracy in 

temperature measurement; colored line represents measured 

temperature from the thermal sensor while black solid line 

corresponds to estimated temperature by the TSI method. 

Considering that the very high-frequency fluctuations are 

mostly measurement noise, the extracted thermal filter can 

accurately estimate temperature. 

C. Temperature Estimation with the Time-Domain Filter 

 As mentioned in Section III, time domain thermal filter is 

designed to predict temperature in real-time. To verify the 

method with the test chip, variables in (5) is set to match the 

extracted thermal filter. The half-power frequency, wh, is used 

as a reference which satisfies: 

| ̂(   )|  
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Now, wh can be obtained by: 
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where α is set to 0.5 to fit the slope of the gain response, but 

also to simplify the inverse Laplace Transform for computing 

the time-domain impulse response h(t) equals to (7). From the 

 
Figure 10. The time-domain thermal filter: (a) the amplitude response 

and (b) the phase response. 

 
Figure 9. TSI method verification: (a) input power patterns, (b) comparison of temperature obtained from a thermal sensor (color) and the TSI method (black) 

for each power pattern. 



extracted thermal filter response, the gain reached half-power 

at ~0.13Hz. Using selected wh and α, wf is computed which is 

0.7Hz. With these values for a time-domain thermal filter, 

frequency response of the designed time-domain filter is 

compared to the extracted thermal filter response which is 

shown in Fig. 10. Gain at lower frequencies is larger than 

higher frequencies. Thus, the accuracy both in the gain and the 

phase at lower frequency are more important than at higher 

frequency when selecting coefficients. 

To show the accuracy of the time-domain thermal filter, 

the upper power pattern in Fig. 9(a) is used. From this power 

pattern, temperature is predicted with the extracted thermal 

filter plotted with a black dashed line in Fig. 11. The time-

domain thermal filter is also used to predict temperature from 

the same power pattern. The result is compared to the 

temperature obtained by the extracted thermal filter as well as 

the measurement. As can be seen in Fig. 11, the temperature is 

predicted with high accuracy using proposed time-domain 

filter; plotted with a blue solid line. From Fig. 10, it is 

expected to have large error at which high frequency 

components exist; an abrupt power transition. Error is shown 

with a histogram where y-axis represents the percentage of 

selected error; total number of data is 1,000 (Fig. 12). The 

error is computed by (Ttime_domain – Textracted). This error comes 

from either lower gain or phase at high frequency. However, 

the error is mostly within 1.5°C which is reasonable.  

D. Power Estimation with the Time-Domain Inverse Filter  

 
Figure 13. Comparison of inverse filter response between extracted 

thermal filter and time domain high pass filter: (a) the amplitude 

response and (b) the phase response in logarithmic scale. 

 
Figure 14. Power estimation using time-domain inverse thermal filter: (a) entire power pattern, (b) average power for each 0.2 seconds interval, (c) for each 

0.5 seconds, and (d) for each 1 second. 

 
Figure 11. Temperature prediction result: measured temperature (green, 

dotted), the extracted thermal filter (black, dashed), and the time domain filter 

(blue, solid). 

 

 
Figure 12. Histogram of error using the time domain thermal filter. 



Assuming that the inverse filter response is extracted by 

the TSI method, an inverse thermal filter can be constructed. 

Fig. 13 shows the extracted inverse thermal filter (black line) 

and its time-domain approximation based on equation (9). The 

potential of the inverse thermal filter on power estimation is 

verified in Fig. 14. The power pattern with black dotted line 

(Fig. 14(a)) is used for verification. First, the power pattern 

with the black dotted line is applied to the test chip and the 

temperature sensor output is noted. The sensed temperature is 

filtered to eliminate the high-frequency noise (as observed in 

Fig. 9) and used as input to the time-domain inverse thermal 

filter. The output of the thermal filter is the estimated power 

which is shown as the red lines in Fig. 14. Comparison 

between actual power pattern and estimated one is evident 

from Fig. 14. As mentioned previously, high frequency data of 

the power pattern are lost by the nature of thermal behavior. 

Proposed time-domain inverse thermal filter is used to 

estimate power pattern. Due to larger gain at high frequencies 

(Fig. 13(a)), there are fluctuations at power transition points. 

To stress the efficacy of characterizing a slowly varying 

power pattern, estimating average power for certain time 

interval is demonstrated. Three different time intervals are 

chosen for the experiment; 0.2, 0.5, and 1 second. As the time 

interval becomes larger, power estimation gets more accurate 

(less ripple within a time frame). Estimation error on average 

power over 2 seconds ranges from 0.22% (d) to 3.85% (a). 

Therefore, accuracy also increases in terms of estimating 

overall average power. Power estimation, using time-domain 

inverse thermal filter, with granularity of 0.5~1 second can be 

considered to be highly accurate.  

E. Applications and Discussions 

In the previous subsections we demonstrated the accuracy 

of the time-domain forward and inverse thermal filters. The 

real-time and on-line prediction of temperature can allow 

efficient thermal and power aware scheduling techniques. A 

direct application of the proposed filters is in static test (or 

task) scheduling where for each IC we can estimate the 

transient temperature for various possible scheduling options 

(Fig. 15(a)). However, a more interesting possibility is 

dynamic evaluation and prediction of the temperature pattern 

(Fig. 15(b-c)). As explained in the previous paragraph, the 

time-domain filters provide a computationally efficient 

method to estimate future temperature patterns for individual 

ICs for an expected power patterns. In other words, while 

scheduling a specific ‘long’ test (or task) pattern at any given 

time, it is possible to estimate the future temperature evolution 

using the proposed filter. However, the question is when only 

the current temperature and future power pattern is known, is 

it possible to obtain a reasonably accurate temperature 

prediction (Fig. 15(b))? As can be seen in a well-known heat 

conduction equation: 

   
  (     )

  
  [ (     )  (     )]   (     )  (14) 

dT(x,y,t)/dt can be calculated if entire power pattern is given 

or current temperature along with future power is known. The 

latter is the problem trying to solve here assuming that a 

thermal sensor is located at the point of interest. As the current 

temperature is known, predicting temperature requires dummy 

power pattern ahead of the given future power pattern to 

satisfy current temperature. As an example, consider a power 

pattern is unknown prior to 0.4 seconds of the power pattern 

shown in Fig. 9(a). In this experiment, transient delay will be 

considered as mentioned in (11). Then, temperature at 0.4 

second is 25.6°C. The goal is to obtain this temperature with a 

small overhead; a short period of dummy power pattern. 

Assume 0.2 seconds of dummy power is applied to get 25.6°C. 

Thus, required average power Pdummy for 0.2 seconds to meet 

current temperature can be compute by:  

(          )             (     ( 
 

 
)), (15) 

where Tcurr is the current temperature, Tamb is the ambient 

temperature, ADC is the DC gain, and t = 0.2 sec. Then, Pdummy 

equals 1.9W from the given values. Fig. 16(a) shows efficacy 

of this approach by comparing predicted temperature with 

only future power and with entire power pattern. Note that the 

estimation accuracy can be improved even further by 

 
Figure 15. Applications of proposed time domain thermal filter: (a) static test for selecting test sequence and (b) dynamic test by selecting the next compatible 

test vector in real-time and (c) select future power pattern with less error when future power is unknown. 



computing the past power pattern using the inverse thermal 

filter (Fig. 16(b)). 

An even more challenging problem arises when the future 

power pattern is not known. When there is only the past power 

pattern available, it is nearly impossible to accurately predict 

future temperature. However, an interesting question is how 

far future in the time temperature can be predicted within a 

given (say 0.5°C) error bound even if the accurate future 

power is not known (Fig. 15c)? The answer could be 

important for scheduling a test (specially, a short duration test) 

as we may be able to guarantee satisfying thermal constraint 

over a finite time in future duration without knowing the exact 

power of that test. The accurate characterization of the thermal 

property through the filter can provide unique opportunities 

here.  The basis of this study is the fact that due to the phase 

response as shown in Fig. 8(c), temperature changes slowly 

with respect to power transition. Hence, at any point of time 

the temperature variation in the “near” future can have 

stronger influence of “past” power instead of “current” power. 

The objective of this study is to estimate the extent of the 

“near”. To perform this study we make three assumptions and 

study their error characteristics: 1) repeat history of the power 

pattern, 2) use average power, and 3) use maximum power 

consumed so far. Here, the power pattern before 0.4 seconds is 

assumed to be known. This can be obtained by performing the 

inverse thermal filter (i.e. power estimation) over time (as 

shown in Fig. 14) which estimates the average power in the 

past. From the estimated power, we obtain the 1) past power 

pattern till 0.4 second to be used for repeating, 2) average 

power of 0.8W up to 0.4 second, and 3) maximum power of 

1.9W up to 0.4 second. We observed that the maximum time 

length for which prediction error is less than 0.5°C is: 1) 

~0.2ms when repeat pattern is assumed, 2) ~1ms when average 

power is assumed, and 3) ~4ms when maximum power is 

assumed. Fig. 17(a) shows the transient temperature near 0.4 

second. Note that maximum power resulted in minimum error 

partly due to the fact that power peaks near at 0.4 second as 

shown in Fig. 17(b). Thus, this is not always the case that the 

assumption of maximum power will result in minimum error. 

However, considering maximum power may result in most 

pessimistic assumption and hence, would have a better 

possibility of guaranteeing the thermal constraint.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper, a test-driven on-line temperature and power 

estimation approach is proposed utilizing the post-silicon 

thermal analysis method of Thermal System Identification 

(TSI). The TSI can be performed during IC testing to uniquely 

characterize the thermal properties of each IC after fabrication 

and packaging to consider inherent variations during 

fabrication. A time-domain forward and inverse thermal filter 

is designed to estimate temperature (from power) or power 

(from sensed temperature) in real-time. A mathematical filter 

is described and the method to optimize the filter parameters is 

introduced. A test flow is introduced that considers TSI and 

extracts the time-domain forward and inverse thermal filters to 

support power-aware and/or thermal-aware testing. Accuracy 

of proposed time-domain filter is demonstrated with several 

experiments in a 130nm CMOS test-chip. With the forward 

thermal filter, temperature was estimated within 3°C error. In 

addition, average or slowly varying power was effectively 

estimated within 4% error by using the inverse thermal filter. 

The proposed time-domain filters provide a unique approach 

for run-time power and temperature estimations that can 

enhance the power-aware and thermal-aware testing. Further, 

the filters define the unique thermal signature of each IC 

which can be stored in the IC and also used during run-time 

thermal management. The overall test flow can be repeated 
 

Figure 17. Power prediction if future power is not known: (a) power 
predicted by three different cases and (b) power pattern near 0.4 second. 

 
Figure 16. Temperature prediction with future power: (a) assuming Pdummy 

and (b) power pattern using the inverse thermal filter before time ‘t’. 



on-line to characterize the time-dependent changes in the 

thermal filter. The future work on this topic needs to consider 

hardware implementation of the time-domain filters and 

explore the potential of on-line real-time power/temperature 

estimation on power/thermal aware testing. 
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